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Raft registration across bilayers in a molecularly detailed model
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Coupling between the inner and outer leaflets of a bilayer plays an important role in biomembrane

function, particularly in inducing and registering rafts across leaflets for various cellular signals.

However, mechanisms of raft registration remain elusive and several alternatives have been proposed,

ranging from electrostatic coupling to chain interdigitation, cholesterol flip-flop and composition-

curvature coupling. A general mechanism has been suggested by recent experiments with mixtures of

polymer amphiphiles that exhibit domain registration upon ligand-induced segregation. Here, using

coarse grained molecular dynamics (CGMD) simulations that are rooted in atomistics, we show that

raft registration arises spontaneously in bilayers with a calcium- or ligand-crosslinked ordered phase

segregating from a liquid disordered phase. When rafts are not registered, a thickness mismatch

between phases induces a ‘‘bump’’ in the apposing liquid phase leaflet, and it appears that the associated

localized curvature change guides rafts together and stabilizes the registered state. The absence of

explicit charge in the model and the fact that domain size modulates the strength of transmembrane

coupling demonstrate that collective interactions are sufficient for raft registration.
1. Introduction

Lateral heterogeneity of lipids within biological membranes is

increasingly accepted with so-called membrane rafts1,2 helping to

compartmentalize a number of key cellular processes. Lipid raft

domains reportedly vary in size from 10 nm to 200 nm and are

rich in sterol- and sphingolipids, suggesting highly specialized

interactions,3 but by definition raft interactions are collective and

cooperative. The two bilayer leaflets of cell membranes are also

asymmetric in composition4 and tend to segregate: lipid mixtures

that are typically found in the outer (extracellular) leaflet of the

plasma membrane phase-separate when reconstituted as model

membranes but this does not typically occur with lipid mixtures

that represent the inner, cytoplasmic, leaflet.5 Despite leaflet

differences, domains in one leaflet seem to induce segregation in

the opposite leaflet and numerous mechanisms have been

proposed: (i) coupling by transmembrane proteins that show an

affinity for rafts,6 (ii) interfacial energy minimization,7 (iii) elec-

trostatic coupling,8 (iv) lipid9 and cholesterol10–12 flip- flop, (v)

dynamic chain interdigitation,8,13 (vi) van der Waals interactions

and (vii) composition-curvature coupling.14 Interdigitation had

previously been discarded15,16 but is lately reconsidered.8
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Since its origins17 the raft theory was used to explain key

aspects of cell physiology and more recently stem cell differen-

tiation18–20 as well as the pathogenesis of several diseases.21 Raft

domains are nonetheless difficult to characterize in intact cells.

Raft-mimicking model membranes such as giant unilamellar

vesicles (GUVs), and planar solid-supported phospholipid films

yield domains that are much easier to detect due to their large

size.22–29 Plasma membranes isolated from cells can also exhibit

visible domains.6,30 Recently, the binding of a physiological

signaling ligand such as calcium within a mixture of neutral and

polyanionic amphiphiles has been shown to induce domains in

diverse self-assemblies such as bilayer vesicles and micelles:31

divalent cations crossbridge the polyanionic amphiphiles

inducing demixing from the neutral amphiphiles and generating

spots or rafts within bilayer vesicles as well as stripes within

cylindrical micelles made with synthetic diblock copolymers.

Similar results have been reported for the inner leaflet signaling

lipid phosphatidylinositol (PIP2),
32,33 although the use of

synthetic polymers has the major advantage of generating

morphologies that are highly stable34–37 while still tunable with

pH and salt concentration.38 Imaging has made it clear that

cation-induced gel domains in one leaflet of a bilayer register

with domains of the same size in the other leaflet; thus only two

intensities (Igel and Ifluid ¼ 0) are measurable on vesicles, whereas

any mis-registration would have produced three intensities (2Igel,

1Igel and Ifluid ¼ 0). This ligand-induced transbilayer coupling of

rafts is simulated here.

Previous explanations of raft registration have postulated

interleaflet coupling that is typically based on a composition-

dependent interfacial energy.8 Mean-field models39 as well as
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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molecular simulations around the registered equilibrium posi-

tion40 have led to estimates for the tension. The work presented

here extends into the non-equilibrium regime of raft registration.

In previous simulations41 demixing resulted from differential

interactions between lipid tails, but here we induce strong lateral

segregation in homogeneous tail-groups by adding ‘‘ions’’ that

crosslink head-groups. The resulting rafts exhibit a higher order

compared with the surrounding liquid phase. Our approach

involves a model of generic polymer mixtures but the conclusions

seem applicable to any raft-mimicking bilayers, whether

composed of natural lipid or a synthetic polymer amphiphile.

Importantly, the non-ionic nature of the model minimizes the

role of electrostatic coupling in registering such domains and

reinforces the role for differential order and collective

phenomena.
2. Model

The system models a binary mixture of (charged and neutral)

surfactants in explicit water plus cross-linker particles which

mimic calcium. A CG model for nonionic PEG (polyethylene

glycol) based surfactants was developed by Shinoda et al.42 using

detailed atomistics of solvation, bond stretching and bending.

We have recently shown43 that minimal modifications to this

model prove sufficient to reproduce experiments showing bilayer

and micellar morphologies of charged polymers at different pH

and cation concentrations31,38 but without the inclusion of

explicit charges in simulation. Here we used both models to

understand mixtures of neutral (N-type) and ‘‘charged’’ (C-type)

surfactants in water plus cross-linker ‘‘ion’’ type particles

(L-type). N-type and C-type surfactants are very similar here

with the only difference being the modified headgroup beads that

mimic charged groups in strongly attracting the L-type particles

which drive crosslinking. The strength of this interaction as well

as the size of the L-type particles had been modulated to drive

lateral segregation in the mixed surfactant system.43 All CG bead

sizes are comparable, with Lennard-Jones potential s parameters

(where the potential equals zero) ranging between 4 and 7 �A. The

chains are flexible but short in order to minimize entanglements

and allow for reasonable sampling of the dynamical processes.

The absence of charges also resulted in faster computations since

no long range forces are treated.

Both C-type and N-type polymers here have identical lengths

of hydrophobic (aliphatic chain) and hydrophilic (polycarboxylic

or PEG) parts. C22E5 (C24E2) surfactants are composed of 7(8)

hydrophobic and 5(2) hydrophilic beads. The C-type surfactants

have a fractional degree of ionization a ¼ 0.5–0.6 (i.e. 3

‘‘charged’’ beads out of 5 for C22E5). For polycarboxylic acids

this a corresponds to a pH � 6.5.43 In our simulations all

‘‘charged’’ surfactants are identical, i.e. they have the same awith

ionized beads in the same position. Such correlated ionization

seems reasonable because of the cooperative effects that increase

the isoelectric point of polycarboxylic acids from the pH � 4.5

that is typical of monomeric carboxylic acid. We tested polymer

mixtures with different weights of hydrophilic fraction (f � 0.21

for C24E2 and f � 0.46 for C22E5) and systems with different C-

type : N-type ratios (25 : 75 and 50 : 50) as studied in experi-

ment.31 There is one L-type particle for every two ‘‘charged’’

beads in the C-type headgroup. To eliminate possible artifacts
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
from finite size effects on the registration process we tested

bilayer domains ranging from 100 �A � 100 �A to 200 �A � 200 �A

with no significant differences detected. All simulations were

performed using the LAMMPS package44 and visualized with

VMD.45 Isothermal-isobaric (NPT) and microcanonical (NVE)

ensembles were employed in the simulations with T ¼ 298 K and

P ¼ 1 atm. For the potential of mean force (PMF) calculation,

the steered molecular dynamics method was employed as

implemented in LAMMPS.46,47

Simulations were started from a completely randommixture of

water, polymers (C and N types) and L particles. These runs

helped establish the stability of the bilayer under the respective

simulation conditions over ms time scales. The initial random

configuration has the advantage of establishing the spontaneous,

self-assembled nature of the bilayer but the disadvantage of

obtaining systems where the number of C and N type molecules

is not balanced on both sides of the bilayer. Once the bilayer was

formed the composition of each leaflet remained close to

a constant value although sporadic flip-flop transitions are

observed within what will be identified later as a liquid disor-

dered phase. To simplify analysis of the registration process we

switched amphiphile identities as needed to start with a bilayer

having an equal distribution of C and N type polymers in both

leaflets.
3. Results and discussion

3.1 Domain formation and characterization

In every system studied here regardless of size, composition, or

amphiphilic proportions, bilayer assembly was followed by

formation of C-domains composed of C-type molecules and

L-type particles. Several small aggregates per leaflet were

observed initially, and these drifted and coalesced into one large

domain per leaflet (Fig. 1). This of course minimizes any

boundary energy. Detailed inspection of the snapshots reveals

that the size of the aggregates is correlated to both condensation

of the L-type particles within C-domains and the degree of

stretching of the polymers within: the larger the domain, the

more stretched, ordered, and close-packed the polymers and

linker particles are. In the final segregated state, condensed

L-type particles are in contact with up to 6 different C-type

molecules as evidenced by the domain images in Fig. 1. The

N-type polymers remain as a liquid phase that surrounds the

domains. The complete demixing of C from N is consistent with

the strong lateral segregation limit characterized in experiment,

but there are many potential mechanisms for phase separation.

Simulations here will later show that domain formation requires

crosslinkers and is not based on length mismatches because (i)

removal of the L-type crosslinkers leads to domain disassembly,

and (ii) no assembly occurs with N-type molecules in which half

of the molecules are stretched.

To quantify the molecular stretching inside and outside the

domains, the average of the head-tail distance was determined as:

hrHT(t)i ¼ hkrhead(t) � rtail(t)ki

where rhead and rtail are the coordinates of a single polymer head

and tail respectively. Molecular order was quantified by the
Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 8182–8191 | 8183
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Fig. 1 Snapshots show the time evolution of domain coalescence and registration. Top: topview of the bilayer where water and non-bound L-type

particles were removed. Bottom: lateral views of the same system. Upper inset shows the N-type (red and pink) and C-type (gray and white) polymers as

well as the L-type particles (yellow). Water is represented by light blue. The white dashed lines delimit the periodic simulation box. From left to right: the

small C-type particle domains coalesce to one per leaflet as the L-type particles condense into the ‘‘charged’’ headgroups. Only the final domains appear

registered.
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dynamical average of the second Legendre polynomial typical in

the analysis of liquid crystalline materials:�
P2ðcos q; tÞ

�
¼ 3 cos2qðtÞ � 1

2

� �

where q is the angle between the polymer head-tail vector and the

perpendicular to the bilayer. This quantifies the orientation of

the polymers ranging from 0 (isotropic sample) to 1 (perfectly

aligned sample). The time series for these observables are shown

in Fig. 2 (A and B) for both types of polymers. The C-type

polymers start out only slightly more stretched and ordered than

N-type polymers, and by �0.3 ms the C-type become more

stretched and more ordered (< P2 > � 0.8) whereas the N-type

remain unchanged and exhibit an order halfway between nematic

and isotropic. In addition to the C-type becoming more oriented

with the bilayer normal, the smaller fluctuations show narrower

distributions in both orientation and stretching—characteristic

of a more crystalline or gel-like state. The above measure two

aspects of order in this system, namely molecular stretching

order, and rotational order, and there is at least one more order

parameter here namely lateral order. All are increased with

calcium-crossbridging of C-type chains.

The spotted domains observed experimentally in polymer

vesicles31were circular in shape rather than faceted, and of course

a circular domain implies a liquid or soft gel-like state. We were

able to affect the aggregate shape through the molecular

proportions of the polymer: small headgroups leave little space

for the hydrophobic tails and strongly confined tails cannot do
8184 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 8182–8191
anything but stretch, thereby generating a crystalline-like

domain. In contrast, larger headgroups allow more freedom for

the tails and yield a gel-like state. To quantify circularity we use

the domain isoperimetric quotient (Q) which relates the area of

the domain to a circle of the same perimeter. It is defined first in

terms of domain area A and perimeter L

Q ¼ 4pA

L2
zp2NT

N2
p

;

but with 2r as the average distance in the bilayer plane between

nearest neighbor surfactants, the perimeter and area can be

simplified to L z 2rNp and A z pr2NT where Np and NT are

respectively the number of C-type molecules in the periphery and

in the entire domain. The maximum (Q ¼ 1) corresponds to

a perfectly circular domain shape. Therefore Fig. 2C plots Q for

domains composed of polymers of different hydrophilic-hydro-

phobic proportions. After an initial equilibration time (�0.3 ms)

and perhaps consistent with slightly lower P2 order, the larger

hydrophilic fraction C-domains appear more liquid-like (or soft

gel-like) in showing stable quasi-circular shapes (see snapshot in

Fig. 2 C) and a circularity Q that reaches a stable maximum.

C-domains with a smaller hydrophilic fraction are more crys-

talline with Q fluctuating around different metastable states that

represent more elongated, less circular shapes.

Although the results above are for the same number of C and

N type molecules in each system, it should be added that the

domain shape can be affected by the number of molecules in it.

C-type molecules on the periphery are not so strongly confined
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 2 Time series for various molecular and domain properties. A, B:

Averaged polymer head-tail distance (A) and second Legendre poly-

nomial (B). C-type (black) and N-type (red) polymers are shown for

C22E5. The error bars represent mean deviations. The insets show the first

0.5 ms in log scale. C: The isoperimetric quotient for different polymer

hydrophilic/hydrophobic proportion. Less ordered domains present

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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since they are in contact with the liquid phase (N-type molecules)

and these provide more configurational freedom (suppressing <

P2 >). Therefore, when the domain size becomes larger, the

relative number of molecules in the periphery is smaller, and the

order in the domain affects shape most directly. Finite-size

scaling is of course well known in all types of phase transition

phenomena.
3.2 Registration

Concomitant with domain formation, interleaflet coupling leads

to registration of some of the transient domains (see Fig. 1), but

kinetics are complex. The final state certainly shows a single

domain per leaflet that is closely matched in composition and

shape by a domain in the opposite membrane leaflet, and the

recurrence of the registered final state suggests stability.

To quantify interleaflet coupling we measured the C-domain

area fraction (farea) that overlapped with an equivalent domain in

the opposed leaflet (see Fig. 2D and E). In all runs studied, the

total number of molecules (C-type + N-type) was kept constant,

and similar trends are seen: after a noticeable delay of up to

�0.3 ms the system suddenly locks into a new state with a larger

value for farea than the one corresponding to a stochastic mixture

(�0.25 for 25 : 75 mixtures and �0.5 for 50 : 50 mixtures). This

suggests that the registered state is the more stable state even

though thermal fluctuations can be large.

Raft registration is clearly affected by intrinsic (hydrophilic

fraction) and extensive (domain size) surfactant properties that

determine gel vs. crystalline phases. As mentioned, surfactants

with smaller hydrophilic fractions yield more crystalline rafts

(C24E2, red line) that exhibit (i) greater overlap and (ii) a more

stable registered state with smaller fluctuations than gel-like rafts

(C22E5, green line). Domain sizes also affect the coupling

strength: larger rafts of the same surfactant yield more overlap

and smaller fluctuations. Beyond the expectation that coupling is

proportional to registered area larger domains also appear more

ordered, which results in a sharper interface between ordered and

disordered phases. It has been shown before that the interfacial

tension of a polymer brush and a homopolymer melt can be

written in terms of the square of the ordered phase concentration

gradient.48,49 More ordered domains will thus show a larger

interfacial tension. Therefore as a general rule, the more ordered

the domain, the stronger the interleaflet coupling.

A relationship between domain size and the strength of

registration has been recently reported in ref. 50. The addition of

EDTA to the spotted polymersomes extracts calcium from the

outer leaflet and induces selective mixing of the domains. The

dynamics of this process can be affected by the size of the
more circular (Q ¼ 1) and stable shapes. Characteristic snapshots

showing domains of polymers with short (C24E2) and large (C22E5)

hydrophilic fractions.D, E: Overlapped area fraction between C-domains

in both leaflets. Membranes composed by a mixture C-type : L-type:

25 : 75 (D) and 50 : 50 (E). The low (red) and high (green) hydrophilic

fraction are represented. Dotted black lines show the overlap value for

stochastic mixtures. Most trajectories show a transition to large overlap

states (registration) which seem stable. Larger overlapping values as well

as small fluctuations are related to smaller hydrophilic fractions and

larger—more crystalline—domains.

Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 8182–8191 | 8185
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domains: the larger the domains the slower the dissolution. Our

simulations also show a relationship between coupling strength

and size of domains, and the molecular level of detail here reveals

the important role of order of the domain.
Fig. 4 Time evolution of describing registration. A: farea (red line, right

y-axis) and domain centers of mass separation (blue, left y-axis). B:

domain principal axis of inertia with respect to the bilayer normal (z-

axis). A tilt is observed during the period between 100–500 ns. The green

shaded region indicates the window in which both domains move toward

each other without being in contact.
3.3 Free energy analysis

Recurrence of the registration process reveals an intrinsic

stability of this state. To probe this we determined the PMF for

domains as a function of interleaflet overlap. The initial condi-

tion was a completely registered state (farea > 0.95) of

a 25 : 75 mixture. To minimize finite size limitations we use

a membrane with an area 4 times larger than those in the

previous simulations. The centers of mass of each domain were

forced to move in an anti-parallel manner by applying forces in

the plane of the membrane. The work calculated is then used to

estimate the PMF46 through the Jarzinsky equation.51 Given that

the heads of the polymers composing domains are practically

frozen, the internal dynamics of the domains is minimal and

domain shapes are not changing during pulling. Rotation of the

domains was also negligible. These two conditions permit a one

to one mapping between the separation of the center of masses

and farea. The PMF is thus plotted versus farea in Fig. 3. The

positive difference between the PMF in the final (farea ¼ 0) and

initial states (farea ¼ 1) confirms the stability of the registered

state. The strength of registration can be expressed as a free

energy difference between the initial and final states, and is on the

order of hundreds of kT. Thermal fluctuations are unlikely to

overcome such barriers especially since the strength of interac-

tion scales with the size of the domains. Compare for example the

farea values and fluctuations for C22E5 in Fig. 2D and E (green

lines) and Fig. 4A (red line). Both domains are composed of the

same surfactant and the mixture has the same composition

(25 : 75) but the domain size is 4 times larger, thus generating

a much larger overlap which suppresses fluctuations.

The molecular basis for registration is collective and physical

with an interfacial tension between distinct ‘‘nano’’ phases:

C-type and N-type surfactants possess identical hydrophobic

chains but distinct headgroup interactions that ultimately
Fig. 3 Potential of mean force for domain pulling along the reaction

coordinate (farea ¼ 1 complete overlap). In red, the expectation for free

energy change due exclusively to interfacial tension term corresponding

to that from ref. 40. The average domain area is �100 nm2. The non-

linearity observed in the PMF indicates additional contributions beyond

the interfacial tension term.

8186 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 8182–8191
generate two well defined phases. The segregation of ordered

(C-domain) and disordered (N-type liquid) domains generates

a contact surface in the midplane of the bilayer with an associ-

ated interfacial energy that drives registration.7 The free energy

penalty associated with registration is:

dF f g � dA

where F is the free energy, g the mismatch free energy per unit

area andA the mismatch area between upper and lower domains.

The relationship of A to farea is:

A f (1 – farea).

If interfacial energy prevails as the driving force, a linear

relationship between the PMF and farea is expected. Conversely,

Fig. 3 shows that PMF vs. farea is a monotonically increasing but

non-linear function with higher order terms. The linear rela-

tionship between mismatch area and free energy has been used to

estimate the surface tension between lipid order and disordered

phases40 at least around the equilibrium position. Nevertheless,

recent theoretical calculations suggest that this value is over-

estimated due to mismatch fluctuations comparable to the

compositional correlation length.39 In the very initial stages of

our pulling (farea < 0.9), the PMF is closer to past results but the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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slope is about ten-fold greater when the overlap vanishes. This

suggests that the overall process is more than just minimization

of the interfacial energy term. In other words we can say that the

phenomenological g is not simply the interfacial (constant)

tension between order and disorder phases.
3.4 Structural and dynamical analysis of registration

The final state obtained after pulling apart shows completely

‘‘unregistered’’ domains (farea ¼ 0), which will be the starting

point in the upcoming analysis. Separated C-domains are out of

equilibrium and will move toward registration if permitted. We

follow the evolution of a non-registered system after constraint

release and analyze the structural changes in the bilayer. The

evolution of the overlap area fraction is represented in Fig. 4 (red

line): during the first 50 ns the isolated domains were kept apart

by applying restraints. Once released, it takes �250 ns for the

domains to contact and then another 300 ns to completely

register.

After the domains enter into contact farea increases mono-

tonically up to full overlap, which indicates a barrier-free

movement of the domains towards each other. Fig. 4 also shows

the time series for the center of mass separation of the domains

(blue line). As expected, in the 300–600 ns window the domains

displace one toward the other at a nearly constant speed. It is
Fig. 5 A: Density profiles for the terminal hydrophilic bead of C (grey), L (

bilayer (z-axis), before (top) and after (bottom) registration. Non registered do

it is observed once registration force domains to protrude into the water. The

the polymers sitting under the C-type domains (magenta) present a distribu

Snapshots show the drifting of isolated C-domains into a registered final stat

induced by C-domains in the apposing liquid phases. ii: intermediate state sho

normal. iii: final registered state with domains protruding into the aqueous p

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
most remarkable that this movement starts 100 ns before the

domains overlap (see green box in Fig. 4). This would suggest

that the movement of one domain towards the other starts even

before contact, i.e. the domains ‘‘feel’’ each other before starting

to overlap. Transmembrane proteins have been shown to like-

wise interact through long-range distortions of the intervening

lipid bilayer.52,53

The time series in the bottom part of Fig. 4 reveals the change

in orientation of the largest domain’s principal axis of inertia

with respect to the bilayer normal during the registration. The

value of the orientation angle q increases (cos q decreases), soon

after the constraint is removed and up to 300 ns just when the

domains make contact. After 400 ns the domain overlap is close

to 0.5, and q starts decreasing to values close to the original

which is reached at 600 ns when the domains are completely

registered.

To better understand the molecular basis of this driven

movement of one domain towards the other we need to better

describe the structure of the bilayer in both states, non-registered

and registered. Fig. 5 shows the density profiles along the z-axis

(perpendicular to the bilayer) for the polymer’s hydrophilic

terminal bead: top and bottom show densities for non-registered

and registered systems respectively. Once domain registration

occurs, protrusion of the gel-like phase (gray) into the water is

clear.
red) and C + L (blue) type polymers along the perpendicular axis to the

mains show no mismatch between L and C-type polymer headgroups but

inset shows the contributions to the L-type peak (red) before registration,

tion that is shifted outwards compared to those under L-type (cyan). B

e. Only the polymers are shown. i: non-registered state reveals ‘‘bumps’’

wing partial registration and domain tilting with respect to the interface

hase.
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Protrusion of the C-domain into water is related to the fact

that confinement, as mentioned above, forces the C-type mole-

cules to stretch. Consequently, once the domains are registered

the total height of the registered raft exceeds that of the

surrounding liquid phase of N-type molecules. The energetic cost

of this protrusion process, associated with line tension,30,54 is

caused by enlargement of the polymer-water interface and the

hydrophobic mismatch between the N-type molecules and the

domain, but it is also mitigated by domain bending. Such

bending is noticeable in the long inward tails of the C-type

headgroup distributions (Fig. 5A) as well as in snapshots

(Fig. 5B). The inset plot shows two contributions to the liquid

phase peak observed before registration. The N-type molecules

that are right under a C-domain (magenta) are slightly wider and

more exposed to the water than when under the N-type liquid
Fig. 6 Perturbations to ordering and registration.A: A few nanoseconds after

lateral view of the bilayer. B, C: An imposed spring force on each N-type polym

C-type domain surrounded by stretched N-type molecules. D: Mixtures of two

to 28 �A and 32 �A, respectively.

8188 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 8182–8191
phase (cyan). That is, the molecules sitting under a C-domain are

pushed into the water. The difference between both distribution

averages is �8 �A. A plausible explanation is the stretch of the

C-type molecules within the domains: in the initial configuration

the headgroups for both types of molecules form a flat interface

with water, i.e. C-domains are not protruding into the water (see

Fig. 5B). The ‘‘excess length’’ or mismatch induces protrusions in

the apposing liquid phase generating a ‘‘bump’’ in the otherwise

flat structure. This protuberance is what leads to the shifting and

widening of the density profile (red) to more negative values. As

the C-domains move closer, the ‘‘bumps’’ on the apposing leaflet

also get closer. This proximity induces a change in domain

orientation with respect to the bilayer normal, and this tilting

facilitates the encounter and slipping of one domain on top of the

other. The final state shows a high degree of registration in which
calcium removal, lateral order is lost as shown in snapshots of the top and

er stretches the chain. The snapshot shows registered and non-registered

kinds of stretched N-type surfactants, pink and grey molecules extended

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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the C-domains protrude into the water and also bend to reduce

the height mismatch.
3.5 Crossbridging induces stretching and alignment while

domains induce registration

Crossbridging by L-type particles is vital for registration. For the

present system, lateral segregation is only possible with these

crosslinkers. Snapshots in Fig. 6A show the time evolution of

a segregated and registered system after the L-type particles are

removed (analogous to the addition of EDTA to remove

calcium). In about 50 ns the system is completely unregistered

and the segregation is completely lost.

Initial simulations were also done with spring-based stretching

of all N-type chains in a mixture to elongate all chains (C- and

N-type) to a nearly equal extent (�32 �A). The stretched N-type

chains are close to a crystalline state, but appear to wobble more

than the calcium-crossbridged C-type chains. We simulated two

initial states with the C-type domains being registered or not

(Fig. 6B and C, respectively). In the first case, the presence of

stretched N-type surfactants did not affect the stability and

registration of the C-type domains. In the out of registry second

case, the stretched N-type chains that are most aligned appear in

the leaflet directly opposite to the C-type domains; the overall

aspect of the membrane is also flatter than the analogous
Fig. 7 Density profiles for the terminal hydrophobic beads. Top: non-

registered systems, N-type surfactants from the negative leaflet (z < 0) are

represented in red and C-type from the positive leaflet (z > 0) in grey.

Bottom: registered system showing N-type from the positive (green) and

negative (red) leaflet. Not only can a different level or interdigitation be

observed but also a displacement of the midplane by �10 �A.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
structure shown in Fig. 5B (top). Surprisingly there was also no

initial evidence that such separated domains tended to interact

on time scales seen in the interactions of Fig. 1–5. This seems

consistent with the idea that local curvature in the domain

vicinity helps raft registration. The energy source to achieve the

required stretching of C-type surfactants is of course the

condensation of L-type particles.

Importantly, in the registered case of Fig. 6B we observed

small domains of less aligned, protruding N-type chains which

also seemed to induce a registered raft of less aligned molecules in

the opposite leaflet. The domains also include some wobbling,

stretched chains and so have an overall lower order than calcium-

requiring C-type domains. Given the small size of such registered

rafts of N-chains in a larger ‘sea’ of stretched N-chains, it is clear

that crossbridging exerts additional effects on C-type chains,

namely alignment of the chains.

Finally we checked that differences in the level of stretching are

not sufficient to induce either lateral segregation or registration.

We simulate a mixture of two differently stretched N-type

surfactants: 28 �A and 32 �A which mimic the head-tail distances.

Fig. 6D snapshots show that after 500 ns the system continues to

be a mixture of both surfactants with no order of any kind

observed.
4. Conclusions

Equilibrated mixtures here of C and N-type amphiphiles in the

presence of cross-linker particles (L-type particles) show that

C-domains in both leaflets are, in most cases, locked in a regis-

tered state. The strength of the coupling is related to the nature of

the amphiphile as well as the size of the aggregates. Both factors

favor raft registration if they induce more ordered (stretched and

oriented) domains as they generally do (see Fig. 2A and B). A

similar effect can be seen in ‘‘autophobic’’ dewetting of a polymer

brush in contact with a homopolymer melt.49,55,56 An interfacial

tension arises between a disordered homopolymer and an end-

adsorbed ordered layer with a critical role for the concentration

profile of the brush: the sharper the profile (more stretched

chains) the larger the interfacial tension.49 In the present case of

ordered rafts in bilayers the expected dewetting in the vicinity of

both domains is minimized if the ordered ‘‘brushes’’ register.

Analogous reasoning has been previously employed to account

for the interleaflet coupling and colocalization observed in

systems showing coexistence of both liquid ordered and disor-

dered phases. Most past studies of lipid rafts and registra-

tion5,57,58 have been focused in both theory and simulation,40,59 on

registration due to interfacial tension with an estimated value

that fits only small perturbations here.40 The lack of linearity seen

in Fig. 3 suggests additional driving forces for the overall

process.

Among other proposed mechanisms,6,8,9,12,14–16 dynamic chain

interdigitation likely provides some contribution to the regis-

tration process in lipid membranes.8 However, rafts of the type

simulated here register in polymer vesicles31 even though

synthetic polymer chains are always polydisperse and large

enough to be highly flexible—thus opposing registration. Raft

registration of charged lipid systems with calcium has also been

seen,32,38 despite shorter and more monodisperse lipid chains.

The chains here are flexible but monodisperse and shorter than
Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 8182–8191 | 8189
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the noted polymers, which seems a reasonable approximation of

the various experimental systems. Nonetheless, a large chain

entropy reduces the overall free energy, and our results in Fig. 5B

suggest that N-type molecules have a larger degree of interpen-

etration with opposite leaflet N-type molecules than C-type

(Fig. 5B). Fig. 7 shows that N-type hydrophobic terminal beads

exhibit a different level of penetration in the opposite leaflet if the

latter is composed of C-type or N-type surfactants. It can also be

seen that the midplane is displaced �10 �A. We have shown

recently that overall interdigitation is very similar in registered

and non-registered systems.43 The apparent contradiction

confirms that domain size and order are correlated. In our

previous work domains were smaller and therefore less ordered

which allowed the N-type molecules to have a similar level of

penetration with both C-type and N-type surfactants. In the

present work, larger and more ordered domains preclude good

interdigitation with N-type surfactants.

One effect of both the midplane displacement and the poorer

interdigitation of N-type and C-type is the observed ‘‘bump’’

near the domain. The conformational free energy contribution

(Szleifer et al.60) can be estimated to be�0.1 kT which is not large

enough to account for the free energy difference observed in

Fig. 3. Contributions frommembrane curvature should therefore

be considered, especially given the intense study of relationships

between curvature and local composition in membranes.14,61,62

Significant changes in the curvature of the bilayer do occur in the

vicinity of C-type domains during registration (Fig. 5B). Similar

to the curvature change observed for polymer-tethered phos-

pholipid bilayers58 where the pinning of certain lipids in one

leaflet induces changes the curvature of the entire membrane, the

unregistered C-domains cause deviations of the bilayer from

a planar geometry, engendering protrusions in the opposite

leaflet. We indeed see two distinct states: the seemingly wavy

non-registered bilayer with ‘‘bumps’’ in liquid phase density

(Fig. 5A top, Fig. 5B (i) and Fig. 7 top) and the flatter structure

corresponding to the registered system (Fig. 5A bottom, Fig. 5B

(iii) and Fig. 7 bottom). However, given the dimensions of the

system we cannot predict how a larger membrane behaves.

Other sources of stabilization should be considered such as the

minimization of line tension between regions of height mismatch.

As highlighted in Fig. 4, the movement of one domain towards

the other does not seem to be random before overlap. Lastly, the

absence of charges in the model does not seem to limit insights

into interleaflet coupling. While techniques employed here have

a long record of success in coarse-graining real atomistic systems,

here we show that registration of head-induced rafts is ultimately

associated with collective phenomena based on differential order.
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